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Our demonstrator for the TSW July meeting is
no stranger to the club. Doug has been a member
of TSW for many years and has served as the President of TSW and program coordinator. Due to his
expertise in turning he has been the demonstrator
numerous times. He can produce some very exquisite pieces of art as many of us have seen over
the years. Doug has been turning about eleven
years in addition to his other hobbies and responsibilities in life.
At the July 16th meeting (1:00) he will be
demonstrating how to turn eggs and make a jig to
finish them. You will find some benefit from this
demo on Saturday especially if you have opportunity to turn some eggs.
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June TSW Meeting with Benoit
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The day began with
competent use of
what many turners
dread the skew.
Many of the projects
Benoit demonstrated
are pictures here.
Thanks Benoit for a
fantastic exhibition of
projects so well done
and explained.

Benoit Averly
All day
demonstration
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Averly and didn’t want to take any of
his time away. Speaking of the demo,
I have to say it was a great opportunity for the members and guests that
came. And I want to thank all the
folks that made this happen.

Remember this July meeting has 2 presidents’ challenges. A clock and a Bottle Stopper,
this covers the June and July meeting. This is
because we had an all day demo with Benoit

Starting balance:

$3824.76

Income:

$313.00

Snack contributions

$24.00

2016 Dues

$120.00

Demo contributions

$169.00

Expenses:

$969.14

Benoit Avery

$900.00

Video equip. covers

$42.14

Snacks

$27.00

Ending Balance:
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I would’ve liked to have recorded
it, but have not figured out how to
connect the DVR to 2 camera’s yet. If
any of you know how to “multiplex” 2
camera’s onto 1 signal, I’m ready for
you to teach me. I’m thinking something like a security monitor system. I
do feel all of you like the new TV system and it’s easier for us to run it as
well. I’m still open to any suggestions
to make it simpler or better. The Benoit demo was a good test of the system; Benoit seemed to like playing to
a fixed camera and did great showing
details.

S C R A P E S

Finally, shop safety…..kind of. I
just had a bunch of storm damage at
the house and thought while I was
removing a tree off my shop roof and
house, that I’d share some less obvious things we challenge ourselves
with during the summer when we’re
cutting wood to prepare for our turning. With humidity and temperatures
being high, we lose lots of water
through sweating. Think about hydration. Keep drinking lots of water;
it doesn’t take long to dehydrate. How much is enough? At
Watts Bar Nuclear we stress to check
your urine color……..yes I know this
seems crud to check your pee, but if
your urine is clear, your hydrated. If
it’s getting darker yellow, you need to
drink more. Dehydration can put you
flat on your back, cramping, dizziness,
and headaches are some of the minimum problems caused by not drinking
enough.

Yes, there will be 2 months worth of club challenges.

June—a clock
It can be big or small,
simple or fancy. You
still have time to
make one if you don’t
have it done yet.

July—a bottle stopper
$3168.62

I’ll bet you could turn one of
these before the meeting on
Sat. Why not give it a try? We
would love to see your creation
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YOUR MONTHLY ONLINE WOODTURNING MAGAZINE
View this month’s content

View Sample Issue

Subscribe – Only $25 / year

Turning a Goblet with Captive Rings
by John Wolf

Turning a goblet involves spindle turning and end grain hollowing. Though the final project
can be quite ornate, an attractive functional piece can be made by a beginner.
Tools used for this project: Roughing gouge,
1/2" spindle gouge, 1/2" drill, André Martel
turning hook tool, beading tool set, parting
tool, 1/2" bedan, and sandpaper.
Blank turned round with a tenon on one
end to fit the chuck.
I typically use a blank that can be roughed into a cylinder that is about 3" diameter and 8"
long. Choose a close grained hardwood. Maple, cherry, white oak and poplar are good
choices. The wood can be wet, but the resulting goblet will become oval as it dries. While
an oval shape can be attractive in a bowl, it is less so in a goblet. Therefore, I’d recommend a
fairly dry piece.
Start by turning your blank between centers with grain oriented parallel to the lathe bed. Create a cylinder and face both ends so they are true. Turn a spigot on one end to fit your 4-jaw
chuck.
Mount the 4-jaw chuck on your lathe and secure the blank in it. True the goblet blank, including the exposed end. This establishes the outside diameter of the goblet.
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The blank has been mounted in
the chuck and trued to its new mounting.
Drilling a pilot hole in the end of the blank to simplify hollowing and to establish a depth
for the bottom of the bowl.
Drill a pilot hole in the free end to ease hollowing the goblet bowl and also to serve as a depth
indicator for the bottom of the bowl.
Using the tool of your choice to hollow the free end to
form the interior of the goblet bowl.
In the picture I’m using an André Martel brand turner’s
hook tool, but a gouge, termite tool, or any other end grain
hollowing tool will work.

Form the exterior contour of the
goblet bowl and the upper part
of the stem next.
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Sand the goblet and apply finish if you are
using a lathe applied product.
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Reduce the diameter of the blank in the
area where the ring(s) will be formed.
If you choose to use this feature. I used a
3/8 bead forming tool for this example.

The ring has been cut loose in this photo.

Cut the ring(s) until almost free. Sand the surface of the rings now. Finish cutting ring(s) free,
then slide the free ring forward toward the bowl. Reduce the diameter of the area where the
ring was attached until it is a smooth cylinder. Tape a strip of sandpaper to this area. With the
lathe stopped, slide the ring over the sandpaper. Turn the lathe on while holding the ring.
Move the ring so that the inner surface is sanded smooth.
Finish turning the stem of the goblet to any profile that pleases you.
Contour the foot of the goblet. I find that a diameter that is slightly smaller than the widest
part of the bowl is visually pleasing.
Part off the goblet with about one inch
of remaining material protruding from
the chuck.
Turn a spigot on the waste block so
that the mouth of the goblet is a snug
fit on it.
Turn the remaining exposed part of the
waste block to the diameter of the outside of the goblet bowl.
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Slide the goblet onto the waste block spigot and secure it with a wrap of tape.
Use the live center in the tail stock to add
additional support while the bottom of the
goblet foot is finished. Remove the tail
stock to finish the middle of the base.

Sand the stem and base. Apply finish if using a
lathe applied one.
Some thoughts about finish on goblets: While
most clear finishes are reported to be food safe
once fully cured, that doesn’t make them well
suited for use on a goblet. Shellac, wax, and lacquer are not stable with alcohol exposure. A hard
film finish, such as epoxy, will eventually get moisture
under it and lift. All finishes will eventually fail from
repeated exposure to beverages and washing. If the goblet is actually going to be used, you could consider leaving it unfinished. When I make these as a wedding goblet (it has two captive rings) I apply sufficient coats of a
food grade polyurethane made for food exposure to
achieve a high gloss. I don’t think any have been used
enough to lift the finish.

The Finished Goblet with one loose ring.
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